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ABSTRACT

The DACFOOD (Eecision Aiding for Contaminated FOODstuffs) system
provides decision makers with necessary data for the implementation of
optimized protection measures in case of radioactive contamination of
foodstuffs. The system evaluates the dose impact due to ingestion of
these products, calculates the dose reduction after implementation of
specific actions and, by combining these actions, assesses several
strategies by using their cost-effectiveness ratios. Such evaluations
need the description of contamination as radionuclide activities in each
foodstuff, and the description of consumers' groups according to their
dietary habits. Then it is possible to define areas in which the doses
received are reasonably homogeneous in different age classes. If
deposition occurs at a period of the year without harvest, the system
applies dynamic transfer models to calculate the concentration in future
productions.

INTRODUCTION

Foodstuff contamination following an accidental r e l e a s e of radionucl ides
l eads to countermeasures for s a n i t a r y reasons and i n t e r n a t i o n a l t rade
requirements . The decision to implement countermeasures accounts for
s e v e r a l parameters : some of them can be q u a l i f i e d as "object ive"
(individual and collective doses, cost, feasibility and effectiveness of
countermeasures); others are more difficult to quantify (public
acceptance, self-prohibition) . In i ts current status, DACFOOD deals with
parameters of the first type only. It calculates individual and
collective doses received during the first year following the release
when applying strategies and without (a strategy is defined as a set of
countermeasures applied to different foodstuffs) ; the cost of these
strategies is also estimated.

The DACFOOD system is written in C for Windows, and runs on a PC
computer. Its user's guide^1' and a run-time version are available.

DATA INPUT

Firstly the user has to identify the "packages" of foodstuffs that are
homogeneously contaminated (e.g. a volume of cereals in one area at a
particular time), and to characterize their radioactivity levels. When
contamination concerns milk, or when it occurs at harvest for
vegetables, input data are massic concentrations measured in the
products (Bq.kg"1). When contamination occurs during the growth period,
input is the ground deposition (Bq.nT^j . There are six categories for
foodstuffs : milk, meat, leafy and root vegetables, fruit, and cereals.



For each area and each product, the annual production is needed. If such
data are unavailable, it is possible to use those issued from the
EUROGRID data base^2' which gives the annual agricultural productions
and populations statistics in the vicinity of nuclear plants in the
European community.

Secondly the consumers' groups must be defined as people of a particular
age living in a particular area. Three age classes are possible :
infants (less than 1 year), children (from 1 to 10 years), and
adults(the rest). People in a consumers' group are similarly exposed
(same dietary habits in terms of quantity and origin of foodstuffs, same
external and inhalation doses). For each group, the user introduces the
number of persons and the individual doses associated with external
exposure and inhalation ; he also gives the individual annual
consumption of each product of concern (default values are available) ,
and the contribution of each contaminated package to this consumption
(when such data are unavailable, it is supposed that the defined
packages are equally contributing to the annual consumption).

Thirdly the user introduces the date of radionuclide deposition, the
dates of measurements when massic concentrations are given, and the
expected date of harvest when contamination is expressed as a deposited
activity.

RESIDENT DATA

The radionuclide library contains 19 radionuclides with the half-life
and ingestion dose factors (effective, thyroid and red bone marrow) for
adults, children and infants.
A library of transformation actions is available. Each transformation
has an effectiveness per unit of processed weight with respect to each
radionuclide (the effectiveness being defined as the ratio of the two
mass activities : after and before processing) ; its cost per unit of
processed weight is described according to several components
(processing, transport, and additional costs as subsequent
decontamination, cost of supplying products, etc). All costs can be
modified by the user.
Population distribution is available around 60 European nuclear sites in
10 000 km2 areas, each area divided in 100 km2 squarred meshes.
Agricultural productions around the sites are also available for these
areas. Such data issued from EUROGRID are regional statistics and are
not updated in real time. They can be used when more recent and/or local
data do not exist. Other sites can be added easily.
For the three age classes, default values are proposed for the
individual annual consumption of milk, meat, leafy and root vegetables,
fruit, and cereals.

CALCULATIONS

DACFOOD calculates individual and collective ingestion doses received
during the first year following the accident and the total dose, by
adding external and inhalation doses (introduced as inputs). These
calculations are made for each consumers' group according to each class
of age. An option allows to take into account maximum concentration
levels in foodstuffs (default values are the CEC intervention levels).
When this option is selected, the programme calculates ingestion dose
assuming that products with concentrations above the levels are not
consumed. Calculations depend on the foodstuff.



Milk. Milk production is supposed to be continuous. A dynamic transfer
model is applied to calculate the time integrated concentration. This
model assumes that the maximum activity in milk occurs three days after
deposition and that concentration on the first day after deposition is
equal to 70% of the maximum (85% during the second day) . When a
criterion of maximum concentration is applied, the ban of milk lasts as
long as the concentration is above the maximum and the duration of the
ban is indicated by a message.

Leafy vegetables.The growth period of leafy vegetables is divided in
four time periods which correspond with four maturation stages. The
production is supposed to be semi-continuous which means that at the
same moment the four stages are present. A specific transfer factor
(concentration in the product at the time of harvest per unit of
deposited activity) is applied for each maturation stage, according to
the stage of growth at the deposition time. These stages correspond
respectively with a deposition : on the soil (at the time of sowing or
just after, but before the raising of the seeds); at the time of raising
of the seeds; when the vegetable is full grown up, but non-ripe to be
harvested ; just before the harvest. The delay between sowing and
harvest is supposed to be two months.

Root vegetables, fruit and cereals. The period of growth is also divided
in four periods, each one characterized by specific transfer factors.
For all the products, the maximum delay between harvest and consumption
is considered in the calculation of the first year integrated dose.

For all vegetables, a message appears when the expected concentration at
the time of harvest, as calculated from the deposition, is higher than
the defined maximum levels.

Meat. It is considered that poultry and pigs receive industrial feeding
and then, only cattle meat is dealt with. In addition to the
contamination of meat or the deposited activity, another input is
allowed : the concentration in fooder.

After the calculus of expected doses, the system provides the user with
a diagnostic on the opportunity of a countermeasure (i.e. action)
according to ICRP recommendations or maximum concentration levels, so
that the user can make his choice. At this step, a first selection of
possible countermeasures can be made, considering the importance of each
"package" and of each radionuclide in the ingestion dose.
Countermeasures are applied to the packages of interest, the user
choosing the actions within those proposed in the library or creating
new actions. Then, the system calculates the impact of each of these
countermeasure on the individual and collective doses received by each
group of consumers.

In general, several elementary actions are taken simultaneously (for
instance, it is possible to decontaminate milk produced in one area and
to transform the milk produced in another one, to destroy fruits, to
store cereals, to differ slaughtering, etc). So is defined a strategy.
The user may propose various strategies but on a consistent way
considering the impacts of the elementary actions. The general analysis
consists in comparing the cost effectiveness ratios of these strategies,
the effectiveness of a strategy being defined as the collective dose
averted divided by the initial collective dose.



OUTPUT

Results of dose calculations are given with the detail of each foodstuff
and of each radionuclide contribution. For each consumers' group,
DACFOOD indicates the effective, thyroid and red bone marrow doses
(including external, inhalation and ingestion doses) and also if
desired, the contribution of each contaminated "packages" of foodstuffs
to the doses. This option may be useful to identify packages responsible
for high ingestion doses.

A diagnostic on the need to implement countermeasures is given,
considering ICRP recommendations or maximum concentration levels in
foodstuffs.

After the implementation of countermeasures, results are displayed with
and without the countermeasures. The user may visualize the effect of a
strategy on individual and collective doses, and its cost and
effectiveness. To end, all the strategies proposed can be compared on a
cost-effectiveness basis.

FUTURE WORK

The cost-effectiveness analysis is one way to judge on the opportunity
to implement a countermeasure. Other factors, that are more difficult to
assess have to be introduced. There is a need of experts' judgments, and
to use them in multi-attribute procedures. This task is in progress. In
a final stage the DACFOOD system will be integrated as a module in a
large decision aiding system.
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